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The user perspective

Prior Purchase Purchase Delivery
& Returns

Market
issues Summary

Prior the purchase:
- Existing rules in 2011 Consumer Rights Directive (information to consumers

harmonised, full cost or calculation of full cost, withdrawal, returns); June 2014.
- Clear contact information for the seller (postal address).
- Best practice: promoted by industry associations. Currently mostly national level, work

is done to harmonise codes of best practices (EMOTA).

Actions:
- Promote the use of industry trustmarks for ecommerce (trust, redress).
- Enable NRAs to provide more information on the market conditions including quality

levels to support best practices by industry associations.
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The user perspective

Prior Purchase Purchase Delivery
& Returns

Market
issues Summary

Purchase:
- Good cross-border delivery is linked to stock and payment conditions.
- Transparency needed: on stock? Delivery times? Total costs? Return costs?
- Payment: payment options? Security/fraud? Refund?
- Complaints/problems: who to contact, via what channel?

Actions:
- Industry best practices promote transparency (information on stock) and high level of

quality. Currently working on a cross-border solution for best practices.
- More competition in payments needed with more transparency (and less cost for seller

and consumer).
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The user perspective

Prior Purchase Purchase
Delivery

& Returns
Market
issues Summary

Delivery and Returns:
- Technical standards are different (labeling, addressing, track and trace).
- Distance selling requires trust and transparency (track & trace, transit, order status).
- Managing consumer expectations (cost vs. “same day delivery”).
- Retention periods are different before seller gets the good back. Fast process needed.
- Refund to the consumer (CRD – refund before goods returned? Art 13.3).
- Consolidation of volumes needed (harmonised scanners/bar codes, cooperation

between operators, public and private).

Actions:
- Industry and regulators to work towards the standardization of technical aspects

(labeling, addressing, track and trace).
- Industry promoting prefilled return forms and identify solution to CRD 13.3.
- Consolidation of volumes between different operators to help sellers (especially SMEs).
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Current options for delivery
Type of service Pros and cons

Same day Expensive, niche product, limited by distance & time.

Next day or 24h Costly, possible within some countries (e.g. DE,
NL,UK); limited by distance & time;

Day certain delivery Special service by some sellers and operators

2-3 day delivery/1 week The standard delivery service for cross-border, cost
effective

1-2 weeks Special orders, or very low delivery price

Common pick-up options

Brand store

Station/Post office

Lockers
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Some actual examples

Seller Domestic Cross-border

Coolblue NL Same day, next day Next day, 2-3 days

Suitsupply NL Next day 2-3 days

Conrad EI/DE Next day (express), 2-4 days Next day (express), 2 days
– 2 weeks

Pixmania FR 1-2 days 1-2 days, within 10 days
(budget), and so on

Today same day delivery is a domestic product with obvious limitations.

For cross-border deliveries 2-4 days (+) is the standard.
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The user perspective

Prior Purchase Purchase
Delivery

& Returns
Market
issues Summary

Actions needed in the market:

- Create a database with information to all national specifics in CB delivery to facilitate
the CB development, especially for SMEs.

- VAT thresholds: very different, harmonisation needed.
- Promote best practices for cross-border trade with industry associations - how to find

the best price, how to organize process of CB delivery , what work/preparations are
required?

- Enable NRAs to provide more information on the market conditions including quality
levels to support best practices by industry associations and make price comparison
information.
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The user perspective

Prior Purchase Purchase
Delivery
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issues Summary

Who What

Policy Makers - Enforce existing rules (CRD, Postal Directive)
- Remove any remaining barriers to a Single Market (competition,

taxation, infrastructure)
- Strengthen NRAs (Postal and Competition)
- Promote cooperation between market players including cross-

border and provide more information on markets (ERGP)

Industry - Work towards harmonized technical standards and best practice
codes quickly (info to consumers; track and trace, standard
labeling)

- Promote cooperation and best practices also for smaller
companies

- Enhance cooperation between public and private operators
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